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AYSO Region 1103   

Winter Slam 
Indoor Soccer Tournament

Saturday/Sunday, March 11th & 12th, 2017 
Williamsburg Recreation Center  

Registration Deadline Feb 15, 2017 

Divisions: U08C, U10C, U12B, U12G, U14B, U14G, U19C 

Team Registration Deadline: Registration Deadline is February 15th, 2017. Maximum 8 teams per 
division, and will be first come, first serve.  Region 1103 teams registered and paid prior to January 
15th will be guaranteed a tournament slot. 
  
Team Registration Fee:  $120 per team  
(Non AYSO Players within Region 1103 may participate by completing online AYSO Player Registration and submitting an 
additional $20 National Fee prior to the registration deadline.  They are then eligible to be included on a tournament 
roster. ) 

Team Registration Forms:  Will be provided to AYSO Coaches, and will be available on the 
regional website - www.ayso1103.org.  Please email registration form to tournaments@ayso1103.org, 
or can be sent via mail along with check to: AYSO Region 1103, PO Box 102, Amana, IA  52203.  
Tournament registration is not guaranteed or complete until payment is received.   
*Payment must be submitted in one lump sum.* 

Rules/Tournament Details:  Also located on www.ayso1103.org. 
• All divisions play 3v3, max roster of 6.  Recommended roster of 4 or 5 
• Co-Ed divisions (U08, U10, and U19) require one boy and one girl on court at all times 
• 20 minute running game clock, open substitution 
• Guaranteed to play at least 3 Games.  Most teams will play 4 or more 
• Pool Play on Saturday, Single Elimination on Sunday - Everyone is still alive 
• Elimination Games will start after 12:30 PM as needed 
• Medals or Trophies to top 3 teams in each division. 
• See website www.ayso1103.org for full rules of play. 

                             !  

                                                            !  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AYSO Region 1103  
Winter Slam  

Competitive Tournament 
Team Registration Form  

Williamsburg Recreation Center 
Saturday/Sunday, March 11th & 12th, 2017 

Registration Deadline Feb 15, 2017 
Registrations from AYSO Region 1103 are guaranteed seeding if 

submitted and paid prior to Jan 15th 

Maximum of Two Coaches per team – one head coach and one assistant.  All team Coaches must be registered AYSO volunteers with current safe haven 
certification AND CDC Concussion Certification.  Only ONE Coach will be allowed on the sideline during games.  Only Players, One Coach, and 
tournament personnel will be allowed on the team sideline during games.  

Registration Fee: $120 Per Team  
Non-AYSO players within the Region 1103 geographic area may register online with AYSO Region 1103, and submit a $20 fee to cover National Fees and 
Insurance.  Once AYSO Player Registration is paid and accepted, they may then be rostered on a Winter Slam Team.  The $20 fee is applicable toward 
registration for the spring 2017 season, and they are also eligible to compete in indoor soccer in Victor or Amana, or in the Soccer Slam Summer 
tournament.  Contact the Regional Registrar at registrar@ayso1103.org for more information on completing this process. 

Registrations are not complete or guaranteed until payment is received.  Payment should be in one Lump Sum Check. 

Team Division: (U-06 players not eligible.  Players may play up but may not play down a division)  
  U08 Co-ed 
  U14 Boys 

   U10 Co-ed 

           U14 Girls 
   U12 Boys 
   U19 Co-Ed 

   U12 Girls 

*Co-Ed divisions require one boy and one girl on court at all times.  Co-Ed teams in U12 and U14 divisions will compete in the boys 
division.  All teams are 3v3 play, with a recommended roster of 4 or 5, and a maximum roster of 6.  Teams may be formed with players 
from a maximum of two regular season AYSO teams.  A maximum of 3 club or select team players are allowed on any one team. 

Player Information: Must be registered for AYSO 2016 Membership year prior to winter slam registration.  Contact the regional registrar at 
registrar@ayso1103.org for more details.  Players may participate on one team only. 

General Information: You may add or delete players from your roster prior to Monday, March 6th by contacting the tournament coordinator 
at tournament@ayso1103.org.  Roster changes after this deadline will only be considered in the case of injury replacements.  No roster changes will be 
allowed after the start of the tournament.  The AYSO Registration fee for non-AYSO players is NOT REFUNDABLE.   
If a division does not have at least 3 registered teams, the division may be considered non-viable, and refunds will be issued.  This tournament does not 
have a weather date.  In the case of dangerous or inclement weather, the tournament may transition to a single day tournament, or may be cancelled.  No 
weather related refunds will be considered.  Games may be delayed or shortened due to weather.  Check the official score table for game times and court 
numbers. 
Players and Volunteers will be covered by the same AYSO supplemental accident insurance that applies during the season, for information about this 
policy, or for more information on the tournament, please refer to the regional website at http://www.ayso1103.org. If you do not have Internet email 
access, and you need additional assistance, you may call the regional commissioner at 319-330-3957.  

Team Name:
Head Coach: Phone:
Asst Coach: Email:

Player Name Player Phone # AYSO ID  
If outside region 1103

1
2
3
4
5
6
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AYSO Region 1103 Winter Slam
Competitive Tournament

Informational Guidelines 
Tournament Date: March 11th & 12th

Location: Williamsburg Recreation Center

General Information 
❖ Teams may be formed from at most 2 regular season AYSO Teams, unless approved by the tournament coordinator.  

Approval will not be granted unless team cannot be made viable in any other fashion. 
❖ A maximum of 3 Club or select players are allowed for any one team. 
❖ AYSO players within the region may participate by registering with the region online prior to the registration deadline and 

submitting an submitting an additional $20 fee (for each non-AYSO participant) to cover the national membership fee.  
Contact the Regional Registrar (registrar@ayso1103.org) for more information.  Non-AYSO Players from outside the 
geographic limits of Region 1103 are not eligible at the current time. 

❖ 3 game guarantee  Most teams will play 4 or more.  All teams will be seeded into single elimination bracket at the end of 
pool play. 

❖ Players should have two jersey options - home and away.  In the event that their is a color conflict, the Home team will 
be asked to switch or wear pennies.  Shirts must NOT contain inappropriate material: references to drugs, alcohol, elicit 
behavior, sexual references, demeaning or derogatory remarks, etc.  ALL players must wear shin guards completely 
covered by their socks.  Players must wear appropriate non-marking gym shoes or indoor soccer shoes.  All other 
guidelines for the posted AYSO Region 1103 uniform policy will be in effect 

❖ Refunds will be provided if there are not enough registrants per Division (there will need to be a minimum of 3 teams per 
division in order for that division to participate in the tournament).  Weather related refunds will not be issued 

❖ Open Substitution: Substitutions allowed on the fly, however player leaving the court must have completely exited the 
field of play at the substitution box before the replacement player enters the field of play.  Gender requirements must be 
maintained at all times in co-ed divisions. 

❖ All players must play a minimum of 50% of each game. 
❖ Tournament scoring and tie-breaker guidelines are posted on the regional website; www.ayso1103.org.  
❖ Teams from outside AYSO Region 1103 must also supply at least one Referee certified at U10 or above, to officiate at 

least 4 games over the course of the tournament. 
❖ Games will be One 20 minute running clock time period. 
❖ Games will be 3v3 with a recommended roster of 4 or 5, and a maximum allowed roster of 6 
❖ Teams in Co-Ed divisions (U08, U10, and U19) must have at least one boy and one girl on the court at all times, or play 

one player short. 
❖ Game play will be on a regulation basketball court, with a U06 size goal.  There will be a “No Touch” zone in front of 

each goal.   
❖ Regulation futsol balls will be utilized for this tournament. 
❖ No Offside, but all scores must be made with the ball on your attacking half of the court. 
❖ All other rules for play in region 1103 will apply – for example, No heading in the U12 and under division 
❖ Corner Kicks will be taken from the goal line corner.  Goal Kicks will be taken from the goal line.  Sideline out of bounds 

will be a kick into play.  Kickoffs may be taken from either the mid-court line or the goal line, but in either case, all 
players must be on their respective halves of the court. 

❖ There is no slide tackling allowed in this tournament. 
❖ There is no U06 division in this tournament 

mailto:registrar@ayso1103.org
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Pre-Tournament Preparation 
Field Layout:  We will use three separate regulation basketball courts for this tournament.  Courts are 
separated by a partition.  There will be a no touch zone indicated in front of each goal, that shall be 3 
feet in depth, and extend 1 foot beyond the goal on either side.  The center circle, and mid court line 
will be used to designate respective halves of the field.  Should a penalty kick be required, it shall be 
taken - open goal - from the top of the three point line.   

Sound System: We will make use of the PA and speakers at the Williamsburg Recreation Center for 
any informational announcements. 

Recycle Program: We will have trash cans as well as recycle cans set up throughout the building and 
grounds. 

Scheduling: The Pool play scheduling will be complete by the Monday prior to the tournament and 
will be emailed out to all the team coaches.  Sunday scheduling will be based on pool play results, and 
will be complete by Saturday within 60 minutes of the end of the last game.  All lineup cards for the 
Saturday games will be pre-completed and ready as well.  Schedules and pool play results will be 
posted on the regional website www.ayso1103.org in addition to being posted on site. 

Concessions: AYSO Region 1103 Select Team Parents will be handling concessions. 

Registration Table: A registration table will be set up prior to the event.  Registration will open one 
hour prior to the start of play.  Should have at least two 3”x8” tables at registration area, and at least 6 
chairs.  In addition, we will have a separate room reserved for volunteer and referee use only. 

Internet and Computer Access: Wi-Fi access and a computer will be available to verify AYSO status 
of players and volunteers on site. 

First Aid: First aid supplies will be available, as well as ice for wraps, and ice water and a fan for heat 
or dehydration issues.  EMT personnel will be on call throughout the tournament. 

Posters: All safety and advertising posters will be complete prior to tournament, and will be posted on 
7:30 Saturday morning.  These posters will include, but are not limited to… 
Tournament Rules 
Divisional Schedules 
Soccer Fest Information 
Sectional Games Information 

Iowa Games Information 
Sponsor Listing 
Spring Registration 
Summer Camp Info 

Chicago Fire Trip Info 
CR Rampage Information 
Refund Policy 
Kids Zone  

Opening Ceremony: There will be a presentation of Colors, and a performance of the National 
Anthem commencing approximately 10 minutes prior to the first scheduled game.  

http://www.ayso1103.org


Game Day Registration 
You must check in at the registration table prior to your first game (please give yourself 20 minutes 
minimum to check in to be on the safe side.  It should not take this long.)  Opening Ceremonies will be 
held 10 minutes prior to the first game, and the registration table will be unavailable during this time, 
so if you are scheduled in the first game of the day, please be ready to check in at least 45 minutes 
prior.  You will need to show a copy of your roster, along with AYSO volunteer forms for anyone who 
is on the coach’s sideline, and a MY2016 (2016/2017) player registration form for all players on your 
team.  If you need copies of any of these, contact the regional registrar at registrar@ayso1103.org.  
Changes may be made to your roster up to 5 days prior to the tournament.  After this time, only 
changes expressly approved by the tournament coordinator tournaments@ayso1103.org will be 
accepted.  The roster you show up with must match the roster on file at the registration tent.  
Absolutely NO roster changes will be approved after game day check-in. 

If your team is not paid in full, payment will be required at this time, in addition to a $50 late penalty.  
Please submit a lump sum payment prior to the registration deadline to ensure you do not incur this 
penalty.  You may contact the tournament coordinator at tournament@ayso1103.org to arrange for 
submission of payment if you did not do this when you turned in your roster. 

Non-AYSO players who live within the geographic boundaries of the region are eligible, but they must 
register online as an AYSO Region 1103 player PRIOR to registering on a Winter Slam Roster.  An 
additional $20 fee is required for each non-AYSO participant to cover their National AYSO 
membership fee and AYSO accident insurance.  The $20 National fee is separate from the Winter Slam 
Team Registration Fee and is only required of Non-AYSO players.  This AYSO Player fee is NOT 
Refundable under any circumstance. 

Each team will receive a bag that will include tournament rules, registration information for other 
tournaments or camps, and local coupons and brochures.  You will also receive your complete schedule 
for the day.  Any scheduling information that is given out prior to game day should be considered 
tentative.  The schedule posted at the registration table is the ONLY OFFICIAL Schedule.   

Players should not linger on the court after the completion of games.  Upon congratulating opposing 
players, and thanking the court monitor and any other volunteers, players should exit the field of play 
so that the next game may begin.  Players may not hang out on the track area between games, and are 
not allowed in the Volunteer Only reserved room.  Concessions will be available, as well as bleacher 
space and additional space to watch games. 

The registration table will remain open throughout the tournament.  You should check here for bracket 
results, as well as schedule modifications.  For instance, if games are shortened or rescheduled due to 
weather, it will be posted at this location.  The seeding for the brackets on Sunday will also be posted 
here. Any scheduling changes will be announced by email.  Coaches will be responsible for contacting 
their players when receiving this information. 

If at any time you need to speak with the tournament coordinator or their proxy, you should first go to 
the registration table, and they will contact them for you.  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Tournament Rules 
Team Formation: 
Registration for this tournament is on a team basis.  Teams shall be gender separate or co-ed, 
depending on division.  Co-Ed divisions require at least one boy and one girl on the court at all times.  
Teams shall be formed from at most two regular season AYSO teams.  The only exception to this rule 
is for players assigned to teams by the tournament coordinator. 

Any one team may have at most three club or select players on the roster.  They may still not violate 
the “two regular season teams” rule above.  A select team is NOT considered a regular season team.   

Their will be Co-Ed divisions at the U08, U10, and U19 levels.  Their will also be gender separate 
divisions at U12 and U14.  Co-Ed teams at the U12 and U14 level will compete in the boys division, 
but are not bound by any floor participation gender requirements. 

There will be a free agent listing maintained by the tournament, of players interested in participating, 
but without a team.  Anyone is welcome to place their name on  the free agent list.  Every effort will be 
made to provide them an opportunity to participate, but placement on a team is NOT guaranteed.  You 
may place your name on the free agent list by contacting registrar@ayso1103.org.   

Teams needing players should contact the tournament coordinator at tournament@ayso1103.org to 
request additional players.  Potential participants will be assigned to teams by the tournament 
coordinator.  This will be done in a fashion that will balance teams as much as possible.  Coaches will 
not be able to pick and choose players off the list under any circumstance.  Any attempt to  use the free 
agent list to circumvent team formation restrictions and rules will result in the team roster being 
invalidated. 

Pre-Game, Uniforms, and Weather: 
This is an AYSO tournament and all AYSO etiquette will be observed at all times.  Coaches, parents, or 
players may be penalized or asked to leave should this become an issue. 

The coach (and assistant) must have an AYSO volunteer form.  Only one coach may be on the player 
sideline during play.  The assistant coach may help out during pre and post games, and at practices, and 
during injuries.  They may also substitute for the head coach.  They MAY NOT coach from the 
opposite sideline.  The Coach must also have an AYSO player registration form for every player on 
their team.  These registrants are the only people allowed on the player sideline during the game.  
Coaches may be asked to provide these forms at any time by the referee.  The Coach (and assistant 
coach) listed on the team roster must be Safe Haven Certified, CDC Concussion Certified, and have at 
least a U10 level AYSO Coach certification. 

Uniform requirements are similar to regular season.  All players are required to wear non-marking gym 
shoes or indoor soccer shoes. Shin guards are required and must be covered by socks at all times.  
Teams must be in some form of matching uniform.  While regular season home and away AYSO 
jerseys are encouraged, same color t-shirts, shorts, and socks will be acceptable.  Teams are 
encouraged to have at least two colors of uniforms.  If their is a conflict, the home team will be asked 
to change jerseys or wear pennies.  No inappropriate language or advertising will be allowed on your 
shirts.  No jewelry, hairpins, wrist bands, or necklaces of any time.  Soft headbands will be allowed for 
the purpose of securing hair or minimizing sweat only.  

Games may be shortened, delayed, or cancelled due to weather.  Please check the registration table for 
any changes.  If changes are made to your schedule, you will be contacted via email.  Make sure your 
email contact information (for the head coach) is correct.  Every game will have a referee or court 
monitor.  It will be the referee’s responsibility to officiate as needed.  The games are meant to be fast 
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paced once started. 

Game Forfeitures and Start Time: 
Games will start at the time posted at the registration table.  The court should be clear for at least 5 
minutes prior for warm-ups, equipment check, coin flip etc.  A team may start the game one player 
short, but may not start two players down.  If additional players show late, they may substitute in 
according to the substitution rules below, but must go to the referee for an equipment check prior to 
entering the game for the first time.  If a team is unable to field the minimum required players at the 
scheduled start time, they will be penalized 1 point.  If they cannot field a team within 3 minutes after 
the scheduled start time, the game will be declared a forfeit.  This will result in a 1-0 win for the team 
that was present, or a 1-1 tie if neither opponent could field a team.  A win by forfeit will not be 
considered a shutout in pool play tiebreaker calculation for seeding.  

Player Substitution and Injury Substitution: 
All divisions will play open substitution on the fly.  Players wanting to substitute must be standing at 
mid court,  and the player they are substituting for must leave the court completely prior to them 
entering the court.  Substitution can be at any time, during live play or stoppage, but at no time should 
there ever be more than three players on the court during the game. 

The referee will monitor substitutions.  Improper substitution at any time shall be penalized as follows 
for each team… 

• First Offense - Warning without clock stoppage. 
• Second Offense - Warning with stoppage of play - Free Kick on restart.  Continuation may be 

applied. 
• All subsequent offenses, or any intentional or flagrant disregard for substitution policy, such as 

running directly in from the bench, or four players participating on the field shall result in a 
yellow card for the player entering the court early. 

All coed divisions must maintain the gender requirement throughout the game (minimum 1 boy and 
one girl on court at all times). Failure to follow this will be considered flagrant disregard for the 
substitution policy, as outlined above.  In addition, all players on the team must play at least half of 
each game unless they are injured.  It is the coach’s responsibility to ensure this criterion is met.  Any 
coed team participating in a gender separate division will compete in the boys division, and has no 
gender restrictions on who can be on the field. 

In the case of an injury, we will err on the side of caution.  If a player does not want game stoppage, 
they should indicate this to the referee immediately.  Once the game has been stopped, the player must 
be substituted for.  If a team cannot meet the gender requirement with a substitution, or does not have a 
substitute, they must play short for a minimum of 30 seconds. 

A game may start with either team or both short at most one player.  The opposing team may choose to 
play down to that field roster, but is not required to do so.  Once a game has started, a team must 
maintain a minimum of two players on the court.  Should they not be able to field at least 2 players, 
either because of injury or disqualification, then the game will be forfeit at that point.  If the opposing 
team is ahead at the time of forfeit, the current score will be used.  If the disqualified team is ahead, 
this will result in a 1-0 win for the opposing team.  Any forfeit win is not considered a shutout. 

Game Scoring, Game Length: 
Scoring will be one point per goal for all goals, in all divisions.  There will be no off side at any level, 
but any goal scored must have been shot with the ball completely in the attacking half of the court.  
Intentional deflections will be counted, however unintentional ricochet contact or defensive own goal 



situations will revert back to the position of the original shooter to determine if it is a legal shot. 

All games will be 20 minutes in length, with a running clock.  The U08 and U10 divisions will have a 
mandatory one minute half time (running clock) midway through the game.  All other divisions will 
play straight through with no stoppage other than injury.  The referee will keep score, and will inform 
the coaches of the current score after each made goal, and also at the end of the game.  The referee will 
also turn in the lineup sheet (score card) for the game to the registration tent to report the result.  Any 
games in pool play will end at regulation, either in a tie, or with one team declared the victor.  Any 
games played in bracket play (single or double elimination) will play a 3 minute overtime, a three 
minute second overtime, and then a one v one shoot-off as described below under bracket play. 

Games will start at the time listed at the registration tent, with all equipment checks and warm-ups 
being complete prior.   

No Touch Zone: 
There will be no keepers for this tournament.  There will be a “No Touch Zone” in front of each goal, 
extending approximately 3 feet in front of, and 1 foot to either side of the goal.  The ball may not be 
touched by any player if any part of the ball is inside the No Touch Zone.  Their is no restriction on 
players standing in or running through the zone as long as their is no contact with the ball. 

If an offensive player touches the ball inside the zone, this will result in a goal kick for the opposing 
team.  If the defensive team touches the ball inside the zone, this will result in a scored goal for the 
offensive team.  Contact in the no touch zone will override any shot restrictions regarding the attacking 
half of the court - specifically, if a shot is taken from a teams defensive half, it would not count if it 
entered the goal untouched.  If a defensive player touches the ball in the no touch zone, regardless of 
rather it is incidental contact, intentional contact, or a simple deflection, than a goal will be scored.  
Finally, if a defensive player dribbles the ball through the zone without pressure (no attacker within 10 
feet) then no infraction will be called.   

Ball In Play, Free Kicks: 
Kickoffs may be taken from either the mid court line, or from the goal line.  In either case, each team 
must be on their own half of the court.  Corner Kicks will be taken from the corner of the court.  Goal 
kicks will be taken from the goal line. In either case, opposing players should be at least 10 feet from 
the kicker, unless they are guarding a potential pass recipient.  Any team awarded a free kick may ask 
for a 10 foot walk off.  Free Kicks awarded to the attacking team within 10 feet of the goal, will be 
moved straight out to the free throw line extended.  In all of the above situations, the opposing team is 
not allowed to interfere with or jump at the kicker.  Penalty Kicks will be taken open goal from the top 
of the three point line, with a missed penalty kick resulting in a goal kick for the opposing team.  
Penalty kicks are not awarded for penalties around the goal, or in the no touch zone, but may be 
awarded for denying an obvious goal scoring opportunity. 

Other Rules: 
All Slide tackling on the gym floor is not allowed, and will be considered dangerous play and 
potentially a cardable offense.  U12 divisions and under may not head the ball.  Heading is allowed at 
the U14 and U19 levels.   

Referee Decisions and Grievances: 
Referee decisions on the field are final.  You may request an explanation of a referee decision after the 
game, however the decision will not be changed.  Communication with a referee is only allowed in a 
respectful fashion, by the head coach or team captain, during natural stoppages of play - such as after a 
goal, or while setting up for a corner kick.  Communication will cease immediately upon the 
resumption of play.  Should you feel the need to protest a game you may request this at the registration 



tent.  They will contact the tournament coordinator or their proxy to discuss your grievance.  Due to 
the limited number of referees available, we may require referees to officiate their own teams or 
children.  This will be avoided if possible, but considering many of our ref’s are also coaches and have 
children in multiple divisions, it is not always feasible.  If your team provides a tournament referee, 
you will have a much better chance of avoiding this if you feel it is an issue. 

Championship Games and Awards: 
For any division involved in pool play, this will be complete by Saturday or at the latest, 11:00 Sunday 
morning.  Teams will then be seeded into a single elimination tournament based on the results of their 
pool play.  Please see the team scoring guidelines posted below for tie-breaker situations. In the case of 
weather delays, at the discretion of the tournament coordinator, the brackets may be shortened to only 
4, or only 2 teams.  For teams involved in double elimination brackets and affected by weather, games 
may be shortened or the bracket may become single elimination at the tournament coordinators 
discretion. 

There will be an awards ceremony following the championship game in each division, with an 
opportunity for team pictures.  Championship trophies, runner-up trophies, and third place medals will 
be awarded, as well as sportsmanship trophies for each division, voted on by the referees. 

Tournament Seeding 
Tournament divisions employing pool play will be seeded into a single elimination tournament 
following the completion of pool play.  The number of teams seeded will depend on the size of the 
division, as well as any delays that may affect the number or length of games.  In general, seeding into 
the brackets will utilize the following formula 

1) Overall record in pool play.  This is based strictly on wins, losses, and ties. 

2) If two teams have identical records, then we will look at head to head competition.  If they 
played each other, then this game will decide placement. 

3) If there are still teams that are tied after step 2 (3 way tie, or teams did not compete or tied in 
pool play for instance, Then points will be awarded as follows: (3 points x total wins) + (1 
point x total ties) + (2 points x total shutouts) – 1 point for each card issued (yellow or red) - 1 
point for each forfeit.  (forfeit wins are not considered shutout victories) 

4) If teams are still tied, the following criteria will be used. 

a. First, least amount of goals (points) allowed. 

b. Next, total goal differential (points scored – points allowed) with a maximum 5  per 
category per game. 

c. Next, total sportsmanship points awarded. 

d. Next, total points scored with a maximum of 5 per game. 

5) If teams are still tied, then a coin flip will be used to determine seed position.  Teams will be 
arranged alphabetically by team name.  Lower alphabetical team will call the flip(s).  First loser 
gets lowest potential group seed. 

Coaches and referees:  Please note that these tiebreaker rules are designed expressly to discourage 
blowout victories.  Much more premium is placed on shutouts, and minimizing the opponents scoring.  
Their is no benefit whatsoever to more than a 5 point victory. 

Bracket Play 



Tournament divisions employing a double elimination bracket, or divisions having completed pool 
play and now playing in single elimination tournament will require a winner for each game.  Games 
tied at the end of regulation will be decided by a single 3 minute overtime, with a coin flip to decide 
possession and goal.  The winner of the coin flip may choose either possession or side of the court.  

If still tied at the end of the overtime session, then there will be a 1 v 1 shootout to decide the winner.  
To begin the shootout, each team will line up their players on the midcourt line, home team on one 
side, away team on the other side, with the first players to compete first closest to center court.  The 
coaches should line up with the players on the end of each line to help maintain control.   

The Visiting team player to compete first will proceed to the no touch box.  The Home team player will 
start with the ball in the midcourt circle.  On the referee’s whistle, a 1v1 attack will commence, with a 
10 second running clock.  If the ball leaves the field of play (half court), the defensive player secures 
possession, there is a offensive penalty, or time expires prior to a goal being scored, then the players 
will rotate positions for the second half of the attack, with the visiting team having the opportunity to 
win the match with a goal.  If a goal is scored in the first half of the shootout, then the visiting team 
must match the score, or the home team is declared winner.  Any defensive penalty results in a penalty 
kick (open goal) from the three point line for the attacking team (except contact in the no touch zone, 
which results in a scored goal). 

In the case of an injury prior to the shootout, that player will not participate.  In the case of an injury 
during the shootout, that player may not participate in any subsequent shootouts.  The opposing coach 
may pick a player from the injured players team to substitute in that spot in the rotation.  The 
substituted player will still compete at their regular spot in the rotation. 

Game Forfeiture 
Even though this is a competitive tournament, it is also an AYSO tournament, and as such the 
fundamental philosophies of AYSO will be followed at all times.  If at any time a player, volunteer, or 
team is deemed to be violating these fundamental philosophies, they may be penalized at the 
tournament director’s discretion.  Penalties will include game forfeiture, and player or volunteer 
removal.  Acts which would require such penalties shall include, but shall not be limited too, the 
following 

1. Utilizing a non-roster player or non-roster coach. 
2. Blatantly ignoring the “Everyone Plays 50% of every game” rule. 
3. Repeatedly violating or attempting to violate the on court gender requirements. 
4. Arguing with a referee, in a fashion that undermines their on court authority. 
5. Any Physical Abuse, Any Repeated Profanity. 
6. Any Blatantly unsporting behavior. 

Coaches are responsible for communicating this information to parents and spectators, as the team may 
be penalized for parent and spectator violations.  It is critical that all AYSO and Kid Zone philosophies 
and ideals are practiced at all times. 



Winter Slam Committee Meeting Agenda
Wednesday Oct 12th

Attendance; Tim Riggle, Tim Cronquist, John Mohr, Wendy Yelland, Tiffaney Batey, Carrie 
Dietze 
1. Confirm Date March 11-12 
2. Venue  

1. Confirm Venue and lock in pricing - John Mohr 
2. When do we need to pay - maybe 15 days prior? 2 Weeks Prior 
3. Room for volunteers? Yes - Small (South) Room Upstairs $100/day 

3. Divisions 
1. Confirm which divisions will be offered  U08C, U10C, U12B, U12G, U14B, U14G, U19C 
2. Co-Ed or Gender Separate 

4. Budget Discussion 
5. Bids for Medals - Should have received email from T Batey (Elite Sports) 
6. Logo?  Shirts? - Suggested same as Soccer Slam Logo, just purple/blue flame (cool colors) - 

no shirts, just on the forms and advertising, Ashely Dietze will work logo art. 
7. Rules 

1. 20 minute game time, running clock 60 second half time on a stoppage.  Games on the 30’s  
2. Co-Ed requires one of each gender on the court at all times 
3. open goal, no touch zone in front of goal 
4. must shoot from attacking half of court 
5. 10 feet on free kicks 
6. kick in from side or goal line, and corner kicks 
7. kick off from center line or goal line, but all players on own half of field 
8. tiebreaker system in line with soccer slam 
9. No more than 3 select players on any one team 

8. Submit as an Area tournament - open to CR and Dubuque? Reg deadline, Feb 15th, Open 
outside Region 1103, After Jan 15th 

9. Rules for local Non-AYSO participants? 
10. Start securing volunteers… 

1. registration table 
1. 5 to start, and 2 throughout day - 2 Hour Shifts 
2. on call EMT 

2. Referees - one per court 
3. Monitor - one for all three courts 

11. Advertising 
1. Create Flyers - Ashely Dietze 
2. Email Blast - After board approval, Tim R 
3. Contact High Schools - Wendy/John 

12. Other Business - Concessions, to be run by WHS Soccer Teams, Contact Ryan Sauser & Tim 
Jones (Wendy), all profits benefit those teams, refs, volenteers and court monitors get a free 
item? 

13. Next Meeting 



!  





Info

Location Williamsburg

Number of Courts 3 3

Date 3/12/2016 Sat, Mar 12, 2016

Saturday Start Time 7:00 AM 3/12/16 7:00 AM

Saturday Finish Time 8:00 PM 3/12/16 8:00 PM

Saturday Down Time 
(Total, All Courts)

1.0 1h

Sunday Start Time 11:00 AM 3/13/16 11:00 AM

Sunday Finish Time 6:00 PM 3/13/16 6:00 PM

Sunday Down Time 
(Total, All Courts)

0 0h

Total Saturday Playing 
Time (Total, All Courts)

12h

Total Sunday Playing 
Time (Total, All Courts)

7h

Total Playing Time 
(Total, All Courts)

19h

Game Length (Hours) 0.5 0h 30m

Maximum Games per 
court

38

Max Sat Games 72

Max Sun Games 42

Maximum Total Games 114

Play 3v3 3

Max Players per Team 6 6

Total Divisions based on Divisions 
Table!!!

7

Max Teams 56

Total Teams 45

Total Player Estimate 270

Max Player Estimate 336

Team Fee $120.00 $120.00



Estimated Teams per Division

Divisions Est Teams PP Games Elimination 
Games

Total Games

U19C 7 7 7 14

U14B 7 7 7 14

U14G 7 7 7 14

U12B 7 7 7 14

U12G 7 7 7 14

U10C 5 5 5 10

U08C 5 5 5 10

Totals 45 45 45 90

Maximum Teams per Division

Divisions Est Teams PP Games Elimination 
Games

Total Games

U19C 8 8 8 16

U14B 8 8 8 16

U14G 8 8 8 16

U12B 8 8 8 16

U12G 8 8 8 16

U10C 8 8 8 16

U08C 8 8 8 16

Totals 56 56 56 112

With these estimates, all elimination games would be scheduled on Sunday.

Even if divisions are maxed out, their is enough gym time to accommodate, but some elimination 
games will be scheduled on Saturday Evening

Early calculations indicate a required 36 total teams registered to break even.



Game Count (Assuming 2 pool play games, and full single elimination)

Total Teams in 
Division

Pools Pool Play Games PPG per 
Team

PPG Qty Elimination 
Games

EG Qty Total 
Games

3 1 1v2, 1v3, 2v3 2 3 2nd vs 3rd, Winner 
vs 1st

2 5

4 1 1v2, 3v4, 2v3, 1v4 2 4 1v4, 2v3, wvw, lvl 4 8

5 1 1v2, 2v3, 3v4, 4v5, 
5v1

2 5 4v5, wv1, 2v3, wvw, 
lvl

5 10

6 2 1v2, 1v3, 2v3, 4v5, 
4v6, 5v6

2 6 P13vP22, P23vP12, 
WvP11, WvP2W, 
WvW, LvL

6 12

7 2 1v2, 1v3, 2v3, 4v5, 
6v7, 5v6, 4v7

2 7 7 14

8 2 1v2, 3v4, 2v3, 1v4, 
5v6, 7v8, 6v7, 5v8

2 8 8 16



Income

Estimate Actual

Team Fee $120.00

Estimated 
Revenue

$5400.00 $5400.00

Sponsorships $0.00

Donations $0.00

Concessions $0.00

Other $0.00

Total $5400.00

Expense

Estimate Actual

Scholarships $0.00

Supplies $250.00 $250.00

Advertising $500.00 $500.00

Printing (paper, 
ink, etc)

$250.00 $250.00

Gym Fees $1794.00 $1794.00

Trophies $890.00 $890.00

Equipment $550.00 $550.00

Referee Supplies 100 100

Other Expense $0.00

Total $4334.00P & L

Estimate Actual

Total Income $5400.00

Total Expense $4334.00

Balance $1066.00

Max Teams 
Balance:

$2386.00

Min Teams to 
Break Even:

36



Trophies

Div Needed Cost

Sportsmanship $8.00 7 42 $336.00

First Place $5.00 7 42 $210.00

Second Place $4.00 7 42 $168.00

Third Place $3.00 7 42 $126.00

Fourth Place $0.00 7 42 $0.00

Shipping Cost $50.00 $50.00

Total Cost $890.00

Venue Expense

Estimate Actual

Gym Fees $250.00 $250.00

7 AM - 6 PM 
Saturday

$642.00 $642.00

10 AM - 8 PM 
Sunday

$642.00 $642.00

6:00 - 8:00 PM 
Saturday

$40.00 $40.00

Small Room ($100/
day)

$200.00 $200.00

Large Room 
($150/day)

$0.00 $0.00

Kitchen ($20/
event)

$20.00 $20.00

Total $1794.00

Equipment Expense

Estimate Actual

Goals One Set $200.00

Indoor Balls 12 $300.00

Tape, etc $50.00

Total $550.00


